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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes requested

-----------------------------------

Title ¿ It may be best to change the title to: ¿Is there a body of evidence for the treatment of patients with Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS)?¿. Therefore removing the text ¿Editorial:¿.

Please ensure the manuscript title is identical in both the manuscript and submission system.

--- done!

Please entitle the section after the Abstract as Editorial.

--- done!

References - References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets starting from [1] then [2] etc. Reference 21 has not been cited between references 20 and 22. Please reorder the references citation so that they are in consecutive order.

--- done, Ref. 21 inserted where ommitted by mistake!

Acknowledgements ¿ The manuscript should include a statement about obtaining consent for publication, including the figures, from the patients or their relatives in the acknowledgements section.

--- done!

Thanks a lot for your time!

Hans